
Each Software of the Month Club® CD-ROM will NOW include a selection of program 
cateogies from our popular SRI list.    In addition to the normal selection of software from
our Games, General Interest, Kids and DTP clubs you will now recieve programs from 
the SRI.    What this means is that you can be assured that when you use a program 
from the SRI you know that it is the highest quality.    Why?    Because the SRI is a list of 
our most popular software.    Below is a list of topics and descriptions in    this months 
issue.

System Enhancemts
ColorSwitch
Now you can switch effortlessly between the available color modes your 
monitor.

Disk Charmer
A handy little application for formatting and erasing floppies efficiently.

Folder Icon Maker
Create your own attractive folder icons from almost any file. Just drop and 
drag!

Revelation
This tiny (only 33k on your hard disk) application uses only 80k of RAM, yet it
keeps you abreast of the various goings on within your system.

Darkside Modules
Use these intriguing screen blankers with either After Dark or Darkside of the
Mac.

Oracle
Words of wisdom every time you start up.

Volume/DS Screensaver
Change volume and screen depth quickly and easily.

StartupLog
Keep track of when your Mac gets started up.

TakeABreak
With TakeABreak, you can have reminders flash on your computer to rest 



your eyes, back and hands.

To Do! 3.2.1 DA
Like an elephant, this program never forgets!

Games-Puzzle/Logic
BLIT
Animated puzzle game with 12 levels. Color or black and white.

Fidget
Fun word game. One on one or against your Mac.

Life
Life simulator that is part learning tool, part interactive fun.

MacMines
An entertaining variant in the minefield puzzle genre.

Tangram
An ancient Oriental toy which has 7 pieces, 5 triangles in different sizes, 1 
square and 1 diamond.    The objective of this game is to form a given shape 
using all 7 pieces.

Mancala
A modern version of the game played with pebbles and pits since before 
recorded time.

Mombasa
A high quality tile matching game with an African theme.

Square Wars
A fantastic puzzle/strategy game!

Susan
SUSAN is a quick and subtle game for two players, or you may play against 
your computer.

The CUL
The CUL (The Colorful Ultra-Log) is a multi-level 3D puzzle game.



Kids-Fun & Games
Checkers the Bear 2
Checkers is a lonely teddy bear who needs help to get home and only your 
child can help him!

Colors & Objects
Randomly generate shapes, letters and numbers with sounds.

Letter Land
A game designed to help children learn associations of letters and words.

Bugsy
Bugsy is a simple game in which you pilot a VW Bug around a small town, 
avoiding obstacles and running various errands.

GoldPusher
A strategy/puzzle game in which you run a comical little man around and 
attack bad guys with boulders, balloons and shovels.

GravityBalls
Keep a ball within the confines of a grid by repelling it with another ball.

Kids' fonts
Fun fonts to enhance children's letters!

Memory Enhancer
A fun memory game in the spirit of the electronic toy Simon.


